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Fiche: 41524

Hutchinson, Titus, 1771-1857.
Jurisdiction of courts: that of state courts original: that of United States courts derivative: the new senate law.
Montpelier: Printed at the Freeman Office. 1855
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 41525

Matthews, Stanley, 1824-1889.
The judicial power of the United States in some of its aspects: particularly as illustrating in its exercise and development the true nature and essential characteristics of our compound form of government: an address delivered before the graduating class at the sixty-fourth anniversary of the Yale Law School, on June 26th, 1888.
New Haven, Conn.: Hoggson & Robinson. 1888
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 41526

Van Nest, G. Willett (George Willett), 1852-1916.
Impeachable offences under the Constitution of the United States.
[New York, N.Y.?: s.n.]. [1882]
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 41528
Donovan, Joseph Wesley, 1847.
Skill in trials: containing a variety of civil and criminal cases won by the art of advocates: with some of the skill of Webster, Choate, Beach, Butler, Curtis, Davis, Fountain, and others, given in sketches of their work and trial stories: with hints on speeches and new selections of western eloquence.
Rochester, N.Y.: Williamson Law Book Co. 1899
Practice & Procedure
173 p.; 20 cm.; US-90-95; 2nd enl. ed.
Fiche: 41580-41581

Flippin, William Searcy.
Tennessee law: address of Wm. S. Flippin, before the State Bar Association, at Chattanooga: containing suggestions [sic] for reform in procedure.
Nashville, Tenn.: A.B. Tavel. [18--]
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 41582

New York (State). Commissioners of Statutory Revision.
Report of the Commissioners of Code Revision: appointed by the governor under chapter 1036, laws 1895.
Albany: Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford. 1896
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41652

McCaskill, O. L. (Oliver Le Roy), b. 1877.
McCaskill's cases on actions.
[S.I.: s.n.]. [18--]
Civil Procedure
vi, 201 p.; 28 cm.; US-91-73.
Fiche: 41653-41657

Crowell, Moses.
The counsellor, or, Every man his own lawyer: the several modes of commencing and conducting actions in the justices' courts in the state of New York, rendered plain and easy: with a variety of forms for drawing declarations, and other instruments of writing used between man and man: together with numerous references to the statutes and decisions of the Supreme Court, and other standard law books.
Ithaca: D.D. & A. Spencer. 1844
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41680-41682

The code of procedure, or, The new and the old modes of proceeding compared: showing the necessity of restoring the forms of actions and pleadings in cases at common law.
Buffalo, N.Y.: Printing House of Matthews & Warren. 1867
Civil Procedure
100 p.; 23 cm.; US-91-75.
Fiche: 41683-41684

Massachusetts. Governor (1861-1866: Andrew).
[Message on] a bill entitled "An act for the better enforcement of the laws."
[Boston?: s.n.]. [1864]
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 41692

Vermont. County Court (Washington County).
Charge to the grand jury in Washington County, November term, 1842.
Burlington [Vt.]: C. Goodrich. 1842
Practice & Procedure
16 p.; 24 cm.; US-90-98; by Isaac F. Redfield.
Fiche: 41693

Massachusetts. Municipal Court (Boston).
Two charges to the Grand jury of the county of Suffolk: for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, at the opening of the terms of the Municipal Court of the city of Boston, on Monday, December 5th, A.D. 1836, and on Monday, March 13th, A.D. 1837.
Boston: Dutton and Wentworth. 1837
Practice & Procedure
31 p.; 25 cm.; US-90-99; by Peter Oxenbridge Thacher.
Fiche: 41694

Discourse on the trial by jury: read before the American Philosophical Society, May 1, 1863.
Philadelphia: Caxton Press of C. Sherman. 1863
Practice & Procedure
24 p.; 19 cm.; US-90-100.
Fiche: 41695

Juries and courts of law.
[S.I.: s.n.]. [189-?]
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 41696

The jury system: its defects: a remedy.
[Detroit?: s.n.]. [1887]
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 41697

Wait, William, 1821-1880.
The practice at law, in equity, and in special proceedings in all the courts of record in the state of New York: with appropriate forms.
Albany: W. Gould & Son. 1872-1880
Practice & Procedure
7 v.; forms; 25 cm.; US-90-103.
Fiche: 41704-41777
Du Ponceau, Peter Stephen, 1760-1844.
A dissertation on the nature and extent of the jurisdiction of the courts of the United States : being a valedictory address delivered to the students of the Law Academy of Philadelphia ... on the 22d April, 1824.
Philadelphia : A. Small. 1824
Practice & Procedure
xxxiii, 254 p. ; 24 cm.; US-90-104; to which are added, A brief sketch of the national judiciary powers exercised in the United States prior to the adoption of the present federal Constitution by Thomas Sergeant; and the author's discourse on legal education, delivered at the opening of the Law Academy, in February, 1821.
Fiche: 41799-41802

Graham, David, 1808-1852.
A treatise on the practice of the Supreme Court of the State of New-York.
New York : Gould, Banks. 1836
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 41817-41827

Pleading at common law and under the codes.
Northport, Long Island, N.Y. : E. Thompson. 1891
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 41828-41829

Gould, James, 1770-1838.
A treatise on the principles of pleading in civil actions.
Albany, N.Y. : W. Gould. 1861
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41830-41835

Perry, R. Ross (Richard Ross), 1846-1915.
Common-law pleading: its history and principles: including Dicey's rules concerning parties to actions and Stephen's rules of pleading.
Boston : Little, Brown. 1897
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41836-41841

Gould, James, 1770-1838.
A treatise on the principles of pleading in civil actions.
Boston : Lilly and Wait. 1832
Civil Procedure
x, 536 p. ; 23 cm.; US-91-5.
Fiche: 41842-41847

Of the law and practice in actions against municipal corporations for negligence in the care of highways.
New York : S.S. Peloubet. 1887
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41848-41851

Hawes, Horace, d. 1884.
The law respecting parties to actions: legal and equitable.
San Francisco : Bancroft-Whitney. 1887
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41852-41857

Iglehart, Asa, 1817-1887.
A treatise on pleadings and practice under the Indiana code of procedure: with forms of pleadings, record entries, and other formal papers used in practice.
Chicago : Callaghan. 1879
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41858-41869

Mason, Joseph, 1813-1904.
The practice in civil actions and proceedings at law in the common law courts of the New England states.
Boston : Little, Brown. 1880
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41870-41878

Morris, Phineas Pemberton, 1817-1888.
A practical treatise on the law of replevin in the United States: with an appendix of forms, and a digest of statutes.
Philadelphia : Kay & Brother. 1849
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41879-41882

Shipman, Benjamin J. (Benjamin Jonson), 1853-1915.
St. Paul, Minn. : West Pub. Co. 1894
Civil Procedure
xii, 370 p. ; 23 cm.; US-91-11.
Fiche: 41883-41887

Shipman, Benjamin J. (Benjamin Jonson), 1853-1915.
St. Paul, Minn. : West Pub. Co. 1895
Civil Procedure
xv, 601 p. ; 23 cm.; US-91-12; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 41888-41894
Shinn, Roswell.
A treatise on the American law of replevin and kindred actions for getting possession of chattels: being a complete statement of the general principles of the common law of replevin, as modified by the state statutes and the construction and application of the same by the courts of review.
Chicago: T.H. Flood. 1899
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41895-41905

Van Fleet, John M. (John McKee), b. 1842.
The law of collateral attack on judicial proceedings.
Chicago: Callaghan. 1892
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41906-41917

A treatise on the law of set-off, recoupment, and counter claim.
New York: Baker, Voorhis. 1869
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41918-41926

Waples, Rufus, 1825-1902.
A treatise on proceedings in rem.
Chicago: T.H. Flood. 1895
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41927-41936

Wells, J. C. (John Cleland).
A treatise on the doctrines of res adjudicata and stare decisis.
Des Moines, Iowa: Mills. 1878
Civil Procedure
xxv, 621 p.; 24 cm.; US-91-17.
Fiche: 41937-41944

A treatise on the law of replevin: as administered in the courts of the United States and England.
Chicago: Callaghan. 1880
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41945-41951

Bicknell, George A. (George Augustus), 1815-1891.
The practice of the Supreme and circuit courts of the state of Indiana in civil cases.
Cincinnati: R. Clarke. 1874
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41952-41960

Cross, K. A. (Kimball Allyn).
Pleading in courts of ordinary jurisdiction: with an appendix containing the rules of the United States circuit and district courts, Supreme Court of Louisiana, Court of Appeals and Civil District Court of the Parish of Orleans.
New Orleans: F.F. Hansell. 1885
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41961-41967

Cunningham, William B. (William Bennett), b. 1838.
A treatise on the law of forcible entry and detainer: and related topics.
Chicago: T.H. Flood. 1895
Civil Procedure
xxxvi, 351 p.; 23 cm.; US-91-21; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 41968-41972

Jackson, Charles, 1775-1855.
A treatise on the pleadings and practice in real actions: with precedents of pleadings.
Boston: Wells & Lilly. 1828
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41973-41977

Maxwell, Samuel, 1826-1901.
A treatise on the law of pleading under the code of civil procedure: designed for all the code states: with forms and directions.
Chicago, Ill.: Callaghan. 1892
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41978-41987

Story, Joseph, 1779-1845.
A selection of pleadings in civil actions: with occasional annotations.
Boston: Carter and Hendee. 1829
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41988-41995

The law and practice of lis pendens: briefly stated on authority.
Albany: Albany Law Journal Co. 1898
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41996

Hilliard, Francis, 1806-1878.
The law of new trials: and other rehearings: including writs of error, appeals, etc.
Philadelphia: Kay & Bro. 1872
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 41997-42006
The law of appellate proceedings: in relation to review, error, appeal, and other reliefs upon final judgments.
Philadelphia: T. & J.W. Johnson. 1872
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 42007-42012

Hilliard, Francis, 1806-1878.
The law of new trials: and other rehearings.
Philadelphia: Kay & Bro. 1866
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 42013-42021

Troubat, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1802-1868.
The practice in civil actions and proceedings in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, in the Courts of Common Pleas for the county of Philadelphia and in the courts of the United States.
Philadelphia: Kay & Bro. 1880
Practice & Procedure
2 v. ; 26 cm.; US-90-110; originally prepared by Francis J. Troubat and William W. Haly. 5th ed., rev. and rewritten / by Frederick C. Brightly.
Fiche: 42022-42041

Buskirk, Samuel H. (Samuel Hamilton), 1820-1879.
The practice on appeals to the Supreme Court of Indiana; on writs of error from the Supreme Court of the United States to a state court, on the removal of causes from state courts to the Circuit Court of the United States; and a complete table of cases decided by the Supreme court of Indiana, with annotations showing where any of such cases have been cited, distinguished, criticised, modified, doubted or overruled by subsequent decisions.
Indianapolis: J.V. Olds. 1876
Practice & Procedure
xiv, 491, 209 p.; forms ; 26 cm.; US-90-111.
Fiche: 42042-42049

Poor, Walter S.
The law of referees, under the code and statutes of New York: with forms.
New York : L.K. Strouse. 1888
Practice & Procedure
xxxvii, 359 p.; forms ; 24 cm.; US-90-112.
Fiche: 42050-42054

Abbott, Austin, 1831-1896.
Brief for the argument of questions arising upon the pleadings on the trial of issues of law or fact: in civil actions at law, in equity, and under the new procedure.
New York: Diossy Law Book Co. 1891
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42055-42064

Abbott, Austin, 1831-1896.
Select cases on code pleading: with notes.
New York: Diossy Law Book Co. 1895
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42065-42072

A Collection of forms of pleadings in actions under the Code of procedure of the state of New York: and adapted to the new practice in the states of Missouri, California, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, and Alabama, the territories of Oregon and Minnesota, and the island of Newfoundland ... to which are added forms in submissions of controversy without action in proceeding against joint debtors, etc., and of judgments by confession.
New York: J.S. Voorhies. 1858
Civil Procedure
li, 541 p.; forms ; 24 cm.; US-91-28; by Abbott Brothers.
Fiche: 42073-42079

Bicknell, George A. (George Augustus), 1815-1891.
The practice of the Supreme and circuit courts of the state of Indiana in civil cases.
Cincinnati: R. Clarke. 1864
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42080-42087

Principles of common law pleading: being a brief summary of the most important principles of civil pleading: with case illustrations.
Boston: A. Mudge & Son. 1886
Civil Procedure
vi, 82 p.; 23 cm.; US-91-30; arranged by John Jay McKelvey.
Fiche: 42088

Morris, Phineas Pemberton, 1817-1888.
A practical treatise on the law of replevin in the United States: with an appendix of forms and a digest of statutes.
Philadelphia: Kay & Bro. 1878
Civil Procedure
437 p.; forms ; 24 cm.; US-91-31; 3rd and rev. ed.
Fiche: 42089-42093

Sayles, John, 1825-1897.
Precedents and rules of pleading in civil actions in the county and district courts of Texas.
St. Louis, Mo.: Gilbert Book Co. 1893
Civil Procedure
906 p.; forms ; 23 cm.; US-91-32.
Fiche: 42094-42103
Texas pleading : the law of pleading of the state of Texas, in civil suits of which the district courts have original jurisdiction, together with a portion of the law of procedure closely connected therewith, and deemed necessary to make the same easily understood. Philadelphia : T. & J.W. Johnson. 1858
Civil Procedure
xxx, 196 p. ; 24 cm.; US-91-33; compiled and arranged by a member of the bar of that state.
Fiche: 42104-42106

Works, John D. (John Downey), 1847-1928.
Removal of causes from state courts to federal courts : with forms and references to decisions. Cincinnati : R. Clarke. 1887
Civil Procedure
53 p. : forms ; 24 cm.; US-91-34.
Fiche: 42107

Conner, James, 1829-1883.
The history of a suit at law : according to the practice of this state. Charleston, S.C. : S.G. Courtenay. 1857
Civil Procedure
72 p. ; 23 cm.; US-91-35; by a member of the Charleston bar.
Fiche: 42108

Conner, James, 1829-1883.
The history of a suit at law : according to the practice of this state in the courts of the United States for South Carolina. Charleston, S.C. : S.G. Courtenay, McCarter & Dawson. 1860
Civil Procedure
190 p. : forms ; 24 cm.; US-91-36; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 42109-42111

Bliss, Philemon, 1814-1889.
Civil Procedure
lxix, 731 p. ; 24 cm.; US-91-37; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 42112-42112

Elliott, Byron K. (Byron Kosciusko), 1835-1913.
The work of the advocate : a practical treatise containing suggestions for preparation and trial : including a system of rules for the examination of witnesses and the argument of questions of law and fact, together with the rules of trial practice. Indianapolis, Ind. : Bowen-Merrill. 1888
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42121-42129

Wait, William, 1821-1880.
A treatise upon some of the general principles of the law, whether of a legal, or of an equitable nature : including their relations and application to actions and defenses in general, whether in courts of common law, or courts of equity : and equally adapted to courts governed by codes. Albany : W. Gould & Son. 1877-1879
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42130-42203

Baylies, Edwin, 1840-1925.
A treatise upon some of the general principles of the law, whether of a legal, or of an equitable nature : including their relations and application to actions and defenses in general, whether in courts of common law or courts of equity : and equally adapted to courts governed by codes. Albany : W. Gould, Jr. 1888
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42204-42212

Sayles, John, 1825-1897.
A treatise on the practice of the district and Supreme courts of the state of Texas : with references to the decisions of the Supreme Court of the state. Philadelphia : Kay & Bro. 1858
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42213-42220

Abbott, Austin, 1831-1896.
A brief for the trial of civil issues before a jury. New York : Diossy. 1885
Civil Procedure
vii, 201 p. ; 23 cm.; US-91-41.
Fiche: 42221-42223

Evans, Hugh Davey, 1792-1868.
An essay on pleading : with a view to an improved system. Baltimore : E.J. Coale. 1827
Civil Procedure
318 p. ; 22 cm.; US-91-42.
Fiche: 42224-42227

Evans, Hugh Davey, 1792-1868.
Pleading in civil actions. Chicago : E.B. Myers. 1879
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42228-42231

Dillon, John Forrest, 1831-1914.
Removal of causes from state courts to federal courts. St. Louis : G.I. Jones. 1876
Civil Procedure
39 p. ; 23 cm.; US-91-44.
Fiche: 42232
Herman, Henry M. (Henry Morrison).  
Treatise on the law of executions.  
New York : J. Cockcroft. 1875  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42233-42242

Buswell, Henry F. (Henry Foster), 1842-1919.  
Practice and pleading in personal actions in the courts of Massachusetts : with notes and decisions on the Practice Act and a selection of forms.  
Boston : G.B. Reed. 1875  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42243-42248

Cowen, Esek, 1787-1844.  
A treatise on the civil jurisdiction of justices of the peace in the State of New-York.  
Albany : Gould, Banks. 1854  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42249-42257

A treatise on the civil jurisdiction of justices of the peace : to which are added, outlines of the powers and duties of county and town officers in the State of New York : adapted to the statutes and the code of procedure.  
New York : Banks, Gould. 1849  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42258-42265

Barbour, Oliver L. (Oliver Lorenzo), 1811-1889.  
A treatise on the law of set off : with an appendix of precedents.  
Albany : W. & A. Gould. 1841  
Civil Procedure  
xvi, 259 p. : forms ; 24 cm.; US-91-49.  
Fiche: 42266-42268

Cowen, Sidney J. (Sidney Joseph), b. 1847.  
A treatise on the law and practice relating to warrants and attachments : with forms and a re-print of all the reported cases bearing upon the reported cases bearing upon the subject.  
Albany : Banks & Bros. 1874  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42269-42277

The law of pleading in civil actions and defenses under the code : also practice in appeal and error with numerous forms and precedents (with special reference to the Ohio code).  
Cincinnati : W.H. Anderson. 1895  
Civil Procedure  
2 v. (ix, 1458 p.) ; 24 cm.; US-91-51.  
Fiche: 42278-42294

Van Santvoord, George, 1819-1863.  
A treatise on the principles of pleading in civil actions under the New York code of procedure.  
Albany : J.D. Parsons, Jr. 1873  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42295-42306

Principles of common-law pleading : a brief explanation of the different forms of common-law actions, and a summary of the most important principles of pleading therein : with illustrations taken from the cases.  
New York : Baker, Voorhis. 1894  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42307-42309

Brewster, F. Carroll (Frederick Carroll), 1825-1898.  
A treatise on practice in the courts of Pennsylvania.  
Philadelphia : G.T. Bisel. 1891  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42310-42327

Brewster, F. Carroll (Frederick Carroll), 1825-1898.  
A treatise on practice in the courts of common pleas of Pennsylvania.  
Philadelphia : Kay & Bro. 1896  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42328-42349

Buswell, Henry F. (Henry Foster), 1842-1919.  
Practice and pleading in personal actions in the courts of Massachusetts.  
Boston : Little, Brown. 1894  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42350-42357
The practice in civil actions and proceedings at
law in Massachusetts : with copious references to
decisions in New Hampshire, Maine. &c.
Boston : C.C. Little and J. Brown. 1848
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42358-42363

Estee, Morris M. (Morris March), 1833-1903.
Estee's Pleadings, practice, and forms : adapted to
actions and special proceedings under codes of civil
procedure.
San Francisco : Bancroft-Whitney. 1898
Civil Procedure
3 v. ; 24 cm.; US-91-58; 4th ed., rev. and enl., by
Charles T. Boone.
Fiche: 42364-42399

The law of pleading in civil actions and defenses
under the code : also practice in appeal and error with
numerous forms and precedents (with special
reference to the Ohio code).
Cincinnati : W.H. Anderson. 1898
Civil Procedure
2 v. (xi, 1635 p.) ; 23 cm.; US-91-59; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 42400-42417

Derby, John S. (John Sayward).
Counter-claim under the New York Code of civil
procedure: a monograph upon counter-claim and
kindred remedies adapted to jurisdictions which
follow, in substance, the revised code.
Rochester, N.Y. : Williamson & Higbie. 1888
Civil Procedure
xxviii, 122 p. ; 23 cm.; US-91-60.
Fiche: 42418-42419

Browne, William Hardcastle, 1840-1906.
Pennsylvania legal time-table : condensed from
acts of Assembly and rules of courts in Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia : Kay & Bro. 1875
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42420-42421

Fittam, John C. (John Christopher).
A practical treatise on the code summons and the
mode of serving it : as prescribed by the Civil codes
of Colorado, Wyoming, Kansas, Nevada, Nebraska,
and other states : with copious and accurate forms for
the use of attorneys, clerks of courts and sheriffs, in
preparing and serving same.
Denver, Colo. : Denver law journal. 1883
Civil Procedure
viii, 144 p. ; 23 cm.; US-91-62.
Fiche: 42422-42423

Speer, Emory.
Removal of causes from the state to federal courts
: an analysis of the law as changed by act of Congress
of March 3, 1887 : with forms adapted to the law as
now of force, and a tabular compendium showing the
essentials of jurisdiction by removal.
Boston : Little, Brown. 1888
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42424-42425

Poe, John Prentiss, 1836-1909.
Pleading and practice in courts of common law.
Baltimore : King Bros. 1897
Civil Procedure
2 v. ; 24 cm.; US-91-64; 3rd ed., rev. and enl.
Fiche: 42426-42452

Estee, Morris M. (Morris March), 1833-1903.
Estee's Pleadings, practice, and forms : adapted to
actions and special proceedings under codes of civil
procedure.
San Francisco : Bancroft-Whitney. 1886-1887
Civil Procedure
3 v. ; 23 cm.; US-91-65; 3rd ed. rev., enl., and re-
written, by Carter P. Pomeroy.
Fiche: 42453-42478

Thompson, Isaac Grant, 1840-1879.
The law and practice of provisional remedies :
with an appendix of forms.
Albany, N.Y. : W.C. Little and Wm. Gould. 1867
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42479-42486

Martin, Alexander, 1833-1902.
Civil procedure at common law.
Boston : Boston Book Co. 1899
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 42487-42491

Biddle, George W. (George Washington), 1818-
1897.
An inquiry into the proper mode of trial : the
annual address delivered before the American Bar
Association, August 20th, 1885.
Philadelphia : T.S. Dando. 1885
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 42492

Yaple, Alfred.
Code practice and precedents : embracing all
actions and special proceedings under the civil code
of Ohio and applicable to the practice in all code
states.
Cincinnati : R. Clarke. 1887
Civil Procedure
2 v. (xvi, 1510 p.) ; forms ; 23 cm.; US-91-68.
Fiche: 42493-42510
Bryant, Edwin E., (Edwin Eustace), 1835-1903.  
The law of pleading under the codes of civil procedure : with an introduction briefly explaining the common law and equity systems of pleading and an analytical index, in which is given the code provisions as to pleading in each of the states which have adopted the reformed procedure.  
Boston : Little, Brown. 1894  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42511-42515

Gould, James, 1770-1838.  
A treatise on the principles of pleading in civil actions.  
Albany, N.Y. : W. Gould & Son. 1876  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42516-42521

Edmonds, John W. (John Worth), 1799-1874.  
An address on the Constitution and Code of procedure : and the modifications of the law effected thereby.  
New York : Code Reporter Office. 1848  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 42522

Kames, Henry Home, Lord, 1696-1782.  
Principles of equity.  
Edinburgh : Printed for Bell & Bradfute. 1825  
Equity  
Fiche: 44233-44238

Kames, Henry Home, Lord, 1696-1782.  
Principles of equity.  
Edinburgh : Printed by A. Neill and Co. for Bell & Bradfute. 1800  
Equity  
xvi, 608 p. ; 22 cm.; UK-92-7; 4th ed.  
Fiche: 44239-44245

Lubé, D. G. (Denis George).  
An analysis of the principles of equity pleading : containing a compendium of the practice of the High Court of Chancery, and the foundation of its rules : together with an illustration of the analogy between pleadings at common law and in equity.  
London : Printed for S. Sweet. 1823  
Equity  
xv, 419 p. ; 22 cm.; UK-92-8.  
Fiche: 44246-44250

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.  
The law and practice of arbitration and award : with forms.  
London : W.H. Bond. 1861  
Commercial Arbitration  
Fiche: 44510-44511

Peake, Thomas, 1771-1838.  
A compendium of the law of evidence.  
London : Printed for Brooke and Clarke. 1804  
Evidence  
Fiche: 44577-44582

Buller, Francis, 1746-1800.  
An introduction to the law relative to trials at nisi prius : containing additions to the present time.  
New-York : I. Riley. 1806  
Civil Procedure  
336 [i.e. 342], [37] p. ; 24 cm.; UK-91-115; carefully corrected from the last London copy by a gentleman of the bar.  
Fiche: 44676-44680

Bliss, Philemon, 1814-1889.  
A treatise upon the law of pleading : under the codes of civil procedure of the states of New York, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, California, Nevada, Oregon, Colorado, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Florida, and the territories of Dakota, Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho.  
St. Louis : F.H. Thomas. 1879  
Civil Procedure  
l, 570 p. ; 24 cm.; US-91-76.  
Fiche: 45023-45029

Green, Sanford M. (Sanford Moon), 1807-1901.  
A treatise on the practice of the courts of common law of the state of Michigan : with an appendix of precedents.  
Chicago : Callaghan. 1884  
Civil Procedure  
2 v. : forms ; 23 cm.; US-91-77; 2nd ed.  
Fiche: 45030-45048

Baylies, Edwin, 1840-1925.  
The rules of pleading under the code : and the practice relating to pleading : with an appendix of forms.  
Rochester, N.Y. : Williamson Law Book Co. 1890  
Civil Procedure  
xxxi, 534 p. ; forms ; 25 cm.; US-91-78.  
Fiche: 45049-45055

Bishop, James L. (James Lord), 1843-1924.  
Code practice in personal actions : an elementary treatise upon the practice in a civil action : as governed by the provisions of the New York Code of civil procedure.  
New York : Baker, Voorhis. 1893  
Civil Procedure  
xxiii, 567 p. ; 24 cm.; US-91-79.  
Fiche: 45056-45062
Baylies, Edwin, 1840-1925.
Trial practice, or, The rules of practice applicable to the trials of civil actions in courts of record : under the Code of civil procedure : with an appendix of forms.
Rochester, N.Y. : Williamson Law Book Co. 1899
Civil Procedure
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Fiche: 45063-45073

Bliss, Philemon, 1814-1889.
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Civil Procedure
Fiche: 45074-45083
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New York : J.S. Voorhies. 1846
Civil Procedure
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Fiche: 45084-45096

Nash, Simeon, 1804-1879.
Pleading and practice under the civil code.
Cincinnati : R. Clarke. 1864
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 45097-45106

Phillips, George L. (George Lemon), b. 1844.
An exposition of the principles of pleading under the codes of civil procedure.
Chicago : Callaghan. 1896
Civil Procedure
xlxi, 604 p. ; 24 cm.; US-91-84.
Fiche: 45107-45114

Swan, Joseph R. (Joseph Rockwell), 1802-1884.
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Cincinnati : R. Clarke. 1867
Civil Procedure
562 p. : forms ; 23 cm.; US-91-86.
Fiche: 45122-45128

Tiffany, Joel, 1811-1893.
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Albany : W.C. Little. 1864-1865
Civil Procedure
2 v. : 24 cm.; US-91-87; by Joel Tiffany and Henry Smith.
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Morehead, James T. (James Turner), 1797-1854.
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Louisville : Derby, Anthony. 1846
Civil Procedure
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Swan, Joseph R. (Joseph Rockwell), 1802-1884.
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Civil Procedure
Fiche: 45152-45168

Wait, William, 1821-1880.
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Albany : W. Gould & Son. 1868
Civil Procedure
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Civil Procedure
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Church, William S. (William Smithers).
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Holmes, Jacob.
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Civil Procedure
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Adams, John, 1813?-1848.
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High, James L. (James Lambert), 1844-1898.
   A treatise on the law of injunctions.
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Equity
2 v.; 24 cm.; US-92-26; 2nd ed.
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Criminal Procedure
2 v.; forms; 24 cm.; US-93-8; 4th and rev. ed.
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Evans, Hugh Davey, 1792-1868.
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Civil Procedure
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Merrill, S. S. (Samuel Slaughter), 1840-1915.
Law of mandamus.
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Civil Procedure
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Graham, David, 1808-1852.
An essay on new trials.
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Civil Procedure
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Heard, Franklin Fiske, 1825-1889.
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Austin : Swindells. 1883
Equity
Fiche: 47483-47488

Hawley, John G. (John Gardner), 1845-1900.  
Inter-state extradition.
Detroit : J.G. Hawley. 1890
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 47489-47490

Lehmayer, Martin, 1861-1936.  
Should juries in criminal cases be judges of the law and fact?
Baltimore : Cushings & Bailey. 1886
Criminal Procedure
80 p. ; 23 cm.; US-93-44.
Fiche: 47513

May, Charles Sedgwick. 1830-1901.  
Trial by jury : an address delivered at the commencement of the Law Department of the University of Michigan, March 24th. 1875.
Kalamazoo : "Gazette" Book and Job Printing House. 1875
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 47514

Brownlee, W. C. (William Craig), 1784-1860.  
A dissertation on the nature, obligations, and form of a civil oath : in which a careful inquiry is made into the proper manner of taking a judicial oath.
New York : Wilder and Campbell. 1825
Evidence
44 p. ; 22 cm.; US-94-75.
Fiche: 47515

Lewis, Enoch, 1776-1856.  
Observations on legal and judicial oaths : including a brief notice of the measures of the British government for the abolition of unnecessary oaths.
Philadelphia : J. Rakestraw. 1846
Evidence
28 p. ; 22 cm.; US-94-76.
Fiche: 47516

Endlich, G. A. (Gustav Adolf), 1856-1929.  
Expert testimony : an address.
Evidence
Fiche: 47517

New Hampshire. Supreme Court.  
Trial by jury : a charge to the grand jury.
Concord : McFarland & Jenks. 1867
Criminal Procedure
20 p. ; 22 cm.; US-93-47; by Ira Perley.
Fiche: 47520

Cary, Seth C. (Seth Cooley), b. 1838.  
Prison reform : the indeterminate sentence.
[Boston : s.n.]. [1889?]
Criminal Procedure
5 p. ; 23 cm.; US-93-46.
Fiche: 47521

McKelway, St. Clair, 1845-1915.  
Medical and other experts.
[S.l. : s.n.]. 1898
Evidence
12 p. ; 28 cm.; US-94-66; St. Clair McKelway.
Fiche: 47522
Jervis, John, Sir, 1802-1856.
Archbold's Summary of the law relating to pleading and evidence in criminal cases: with the statutes, precedents of indictments, &c., and the evidence necessary to support them.
London: S. Sweet and V. & R. Stevens & G.S. Norton. 1846
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 47590-47598

Best, W. M. (William Mawdesley), 1809-1869.
The principles of the law of evidence: with elementary rules for conducting the examination and cross-examination of witnesses.
London: H. Sweet. 1883
Evidence
Fiche: 47618-47625

The Ohio code of evidence, both civil and criminal.
Cincinnati: W.H. Anderson. 1896
Evidence
vi, 815 p.; 15 cm.; US-94-77.
Fiche: 50040-50048

Troubat, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1802-1868.
The practice in civil actions and proceedings in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, in the District Court and Court of Common Pleas for the city and county of Philadelphia, and in the courts of the United States.
Philadelphia: Kay & Bro. 1867-1868
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 50119-50144

Lawson, John Davison, 1852-1921.
Leading cases simplified: a collection of the leading cases in equity and constitutional law.
St. Louis: F.H. Thomas. 1883
Equity
Fiche: 50524-50527

Langdell, C. C. (Christopher Columbus), 1826-1906.
Cases in equity pleading: selected with special reference to the subject of discovery.
Cambridge [Mass.]: C.W. Sever. 1878
Equity
Fiche: 50528-50535

Goodwin, Robert M.
The case of Robert M. Goodwin, Esq.: charged with killing James Stoughton, Esq.
New York: E. Bliss. 1821
Practice & Procedure
iv, 290 p.; 22 cm.; US-90-10; by William Sampson.
Fiche: 50905-50908

Gould, James, 1770-1838.
A treatise on the principles of pleading in civil actions.
New York: B. and S. Collins. 1836
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 51048-51053

Benedict, J. (Joseph).
Benedict's treatise: containing a summary of the jurisdiction, powers, and duties, of justices of the peace in the state of New York.
Auburn, N.Y.: J.C. Derby. 1847
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51061-51066

Benedict, J. (Joseph).
The new code of procedure: applicable to justices' courts and appeals to county courts: with a variety of forms adapted to all the courts of this state.
Auburn [N.Y.]: Derby, Miller. 1848
Criminal Procedure
64 p.; forms; 23 cm.; US-93-49.
Fiche: 51067

Fiero, J. Newton (James Newton), 1847-1931.
The practice in special actions in the courts of record of the state of New York: under the Code of Civil Procedure and statutes: with forms.
Albany, N.Y.: M. Bender. 1888
Civil Procedure
x, 803 p.; forms; 24 cm.; US-91-156.
Fiche: 51517-51525

Member of the bar.
A brief review of the latest production of the Commissioners on Practice and Pleadings.
New York: G.F. Nesbitt. 1888
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 51560

Fiero, J. Newton (James Newton), 1847-1931.
The practice in special proceedings in the courts of record of the state of New York: under the code of civil procedure and statutes, with forms.
Albany, N.Y.: M. Bender. 1887
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 51566-51574
United States. Circuit Court (8th Circuit).
Charge to the grand jury by the court, July 10, 1861.
St. Louis : Democrat Book and Job Office. 1861
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51575

Curtis, Benjamin Robbins, 1809-1874.
Jurisdiction, practice, and peculiar jurisprudence of the courts of the United States.
Boston : Little, Brown. 1880
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 51600-51603

Reynolds, William, b. 1842.
The theory of the law of evidence as established in the United States: and of the conduct of the examination of witnesses.--3rd ed.
[Chicago, Ill. : Callaghan]. [1897]
Evidence
Fiche: 51604-51606

Mandamus case: letter of the Postmaster General and opinion of the Attorney General in reference to the power of the Circuit Court for the District of Columbia to control executive officers of the United States in the performance of their official duties: also an exposition of the reasons of the Postmaster General for refusing to execute a part of the award of the Solicitor in favor of Messrs. Stockton, Stokes, and others.
Washington: Printed by Blair & Rives. 1837
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 51607

Vaux, Richard, 1816-1895.
The habeas corpus: (the act, the writ, and the privilege): its death, and how it came by it.
Philadelphia: Printed by John Doe, Office of the Public Advertiser. 1862
Civil Procedure
viii p.; 23 cm.; US-91-158.
Fiche: 51608

New York (State). Court of General Sessions of the Peace (New York County).
Charge to the grand jury: delivered March 4, 1834.
[New York]: Published by direction of the Common Council of the City of New-York at the request of the Grand Jury. [1834?]
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51610

United States. Circuit Court (8th Circuit).
Charge to the United States grand jury of the Western District of Missouri: given at the March term, 1865: proclamation of Governor Fletcher, letter of Major General Pope: together with instructions of the Attorney General of Missouri, and an appendix containing forms, etc.
Jefferson City: W.A. Curry. 1865
Criminal Procedure
36 p.; forms; 23 cm.; US-93-49.
Fiche: 51612

Hall, A. Oakey (Abraham Oakey), 1826-1898.
Brief for grand jurors in the county of New York.
[New York: s.n.]. [1864]
Criminal Procedure
40 p.; 23 cm.; US-93-50; A. Oakey Hall.
Fiche: 51613

Massachusetts. Municipal Court (Boston).
A charge to the grand jury of the county of Suffolk, for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts: at the opening of the Municipal Court of the city of Boston, on Monday, December 7, A.D. 1835.
Boston: Dutton and Wentworth. 1835
Criminal Procedure
35 p.; 26 cm.; US-93-51; by Peter Oxenbridge Thacher.
Fiche: 51614

Massachusetts. Municipal Court (Boston).
A charge to the grand jury of the county of Suffolk, for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts: at the opening of the Municipal Court of the city of Boston, on the first Monday of December, A.D. 1832.
Boston: Stimpson & Clapp. 1832
Criminal Procedure
22 p.; 22 cm.; US-93-52; by Peter Oxenbridge Thacher.
Fiche: 51615

Massachusetts. Court of Common Pleas (Worcester County).
A charge, delivered to the grand jury of the county of Worcester: at the March term of the C.C. Pleas, 1832.
Worcester: S.H. Colton. 1832
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51616

Shellabarger, Samuel, 1817-1896.
Speech of Hon. Samuel Shellabarger, of Ohio, on the habeas corpus.
Washington: Printed at the Congressional Globe Office. 1862
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51617
Thompson, Seymour D. (Seymour Dwight), 1842-1904.
Abuses of the writ of habeas corpus: a paper read before the American Bar Association, at Saratoga, August 23, 1883.
Philadelphia: G.S. Harris & Sons. 1883
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51712

Hare, J. I. Clark (John Innes Clark).
Concluding lecture.
[Philadelphia: s.n.], [1877]
Civil Procedure
10 p.; 18 cm.; US-91-159.
Fiche: 51718

United States. District Court (Alabama: Middle District).
Charge of the Hon. Richard Busteed to the grand jury of the District Court of the United States for the Middle District of Alabama: delivered at Montgomery, May 28th, 1866.
Montgomery [Ala.]: Montgomery Mail Book and Job Office. 1866
Criminal Procedure
12 p.; 22 cm.; US-93-56.
Fiche: 51719

United States. District Court (Alabama: Middle District).
Charge to the grand jury: delivered at Montgomery, Wednesday, December 5, 1866.
Montgomery, Ala.: Barrett & Brown. 1866
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51720

Inter-State Extradition Conference (1887: New York, N.Y.).
Proceedings of the Inter-State Extradition Conference: held at the rooms of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, August 23d, 24th and 25th, 1887.
Albany: Argus Co. 1887
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51767-51768

Gross, Charles Heebner, 1838-1902.
A reply to Horace Binney's pamphlet on the habeas corpus.
Philadelphia: [s.n.]. 1862
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51846

Massachusetts. Municipal Court (Boston).
A charge to the grand jury of the county of Suffolk, for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts: at the opening of the Municipal Court of the city of Boston, on the first Monday of December, A.D. 1834.
Boston: Dutton and Wentworth. 1834
Criminal Procedure
23 p.; 26 cm.; US-93-60; by Peter Oxenbridge Thacher.
Fiche: 51869

Crary, Charles.
The law and practice in special proceedings: and in special cases, within the courts, etc. of the state of New York.
New York: J.S. Voorhies. 1858
Civil Procedure
xvi, 724 p.; forms; 24 cm.; US-91-160.
Fiche: 51876-51883

Puterbaugh, Sabin D. (Sabin Don), 1834-1892.
Puterbaugh's Illinois pleading and practice: a practical treatise on the forms of common law actions, pleading and practice now in use in the state of Illinois.
Chicago: Callaghan & Cutler. 1867
Civil Procedure
899 p.; forms; 24 cm.; US-91-161; 2nd ed., rev. and enl.
Fiche: 51889-51898

Massachusetts. Supreme Judicial Court.
A charge delivered to the grand jury for the County of Essex: at the Supreme Judicial Court, held at Ipswich, May term, 1832.
Boston: Steam Power Press Office. 1832
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51903

Heard, Franklin Fiske, 1825-1889.
A concise treatise on the principles of equity pleading, with precedents.
Boston: Soule and Bugbee. 1882
Equity
x, 217 p.; 21 cm.; US-92-76.
Fiche: 51910-51912

Davis, Daniel, 1762-1835.
Precedents of indictments: to which is prefixed a concise treatise upon the office and duty of grand jurors.
Boston: Carter, Hendee, and Babcock. 1831
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 51917-51920
Puterbaugh, Sabin D. (Sabin Don), 1834-1892.
  Puterbaugh's common law pleading and practice: a practical treatise on the forms of common law actions, pleading and practice, now in use in the State of Illinois, and wherever the same system prevails.
  Chicago: Callaghan. 1888
  Civil Procedure
  Fiche: 51924-51934

Benton, Josiah H. (Josiah Henry), 1843-1917.
  What is "government by injunction?" : does it exist in the United States? : annual address before the Grafton and Coös Bar Association, January 28, 1898.
  Concord, N.H.: Rumford Press. 1898
  Equity
  Fiche: 51951-51952

Delaware. Court of General Sessions of the Peace (New Castle County).
  Charge delivered by Judge Harrington to the grand jury: at the opening of the Court of General Sessions of the state of Delaware, spring session, 1843.
  Wilmington, Del.: Grand Jury (Wilmington: Porter & Naff). 1843
  Criminal Procedure
  Fiche: 51959

Turnipseed, A. G.
  A tabular analysis of the law of evidence: especially adapted to Greenleaf on evidence.
  Cincinnati: W.H. Anderson. 1898
  Evidence
  [6] leaves (5 folded); 23 cm.; US-94-81; arranged by A.G. Turnipseed.
  Fiche: 51960

Phillips, Samuel F.
  Remarks of Mr. S.F. Phillips, of Orange, in the House of Commons at the called session of the Legislature, January, 1866: in committee of the whole upon the question of admitting Negro evidence in courts of justice.
  [Raleigh? : s.n.]. [1866]
  Evidence
  8 p.; 22 cm.; US-94-82.
  Fiche: 51961

Black, Henry Campbell, 1860-1927.
  A treatise on the law of judgments: including the doctrine of res judicata.
  St. Paul, Minn.: West Pub. Co. 1891
  Civil Procedure
  Fiche: 51962-51977

Van Fleet, John M. (John McKee), b. 1842.
  Res judicata: a treatise on the law of former adjudication.
  Indianapolis: Bowen-Merrill. 1895
  Practice & Procedure
  Fiche: 52007-52024

Desty, Robert, 1827-1895.
  The removal of causes from state to federal courts: with a preliminary chapter on jurisdiction of the circuit courts of the United States.
  San Francisco: Bancroft-Whitney. 1886
  Practice & Procedure
  Fiche: 52050-52053

Greenleaf, Simon, 1783-1853.
  A treatise on the law of evidence.
  Boston: C.C. Little and J. Brown. 1850-1859
  Evidence
  3 v.; 24 cm.; US-94-83; 5th ed.
  Fiche: 52073-52097

Abbott, Benjamin Vaughan, 1830-1890.
  A collection of forms of practice and pleading: in actions, whether for legal or equitable relief, and in special proceedings.
  New York: Baker, Voorhis. 1884
  Civil Procedure
  2 v.: forms; 23 cm.; US-91-164; by Benjamin Vaughan Abbott and Austin Abbott.
  Fiche: 52100-52116

Cowen, Esek, 1787-1844.
  A treatise on the civil jurisdiction of justices of the peace in the state of New York.
  New York: Banks. 1870
  Civil Procedure
  2 v. (x, 1087 p.): forms; 24 cm.; US-91-165; 5th ed., re-written and adapted, by Lewis Kingsley.
  Fiche: 52183-52195

Abbott, Austin, 1831-1896.
  The principles and forms of practice in civil actions in courts of record under the codes of procedure: adapted also to common law and equity practice.
  New York: Baker, Voorhis. 1887-1888
  Civil Procedure
  2 v.: forms; 24 cm.; US-91-166.
  Fiche: 52196-52218

Donovan, Joseph Wesley, 1847.
  Tact in court: containing sketches of cases won by skill, wit, art, tact, courage, and eloquence.
  Rochester, N.Y.: Williamson Law Book Co. 1891
  Practice & Procedure
  Fiche: 52222-52224
Caruthers, Abraham, 1803-1862.
   History of a law suit in the circuit court of Tennessee.
   Nashville : W.F. Bang. 1856
   Practice & Procedure
   Fiche: 52225-52227

Laussat, Antony, 1806-1833.
   An essay on equity in Pennsylvania.
   Philadelphia : Published for the Institution by Robert Desilver. 1826
   Equity
   Fiche: 52268-52269

   Appendix of forms to the Treatise on the practice of the Supreme Court of the state of New-York.
   New York : J.S. Voorhies. 1846
   Civil Procedure
   Fiche: 52270-52276

Memphis (Tenn.). Criminal Court.
   Charge of Judge Hunter to the grand jury of the Criminal Court of Memphis : delivered Monday, June 11th, 1866.
   [S.I. : s.n.]. [1866?]
   Criminal Procedure
   Fiche: 52278

Matthews, James M. (James Muscoe), b. 1822.
   A guide to commissioners in chancery : with practical forms for the discharge of their duties : adapted to the new code of Virginia.
   Richmond : J.W. Randolph. 1850
   Equity
   Fiche: 52288-52290

   Motions and rules at common law, according to the practice of the courts of Philadelphia County : an address delivered before the Law Academy of Philadelphia, May 15th, 1879.
   Philadelphia : R. Welsh. 1879
   Civil Procedure
   95 p. ; 24 cm.; US-91-167.
   Fiche: 52294-52295

McMurtrie, Richard C. (Richard Coxe), 1819-1894.
   The administration of equity through common law forms, as practised in Pennsylvania : introductory lecture of the session 1880-1 of the Law Department of the University of Pennsylvania.
   Philadelphia : J.M.P. Wallace. 1880
   Equity
   Fiche: 52296

Abbott, Benjamin Vaughan, 1830-1890.
   A collection of forms of practice and pleading : in actions, whether for legal or equitable relief, and in special proceedings.
   New York : J.S. Voorhies. 1864
   Civil Procedure
   2 v. : forms ; 24 cm.; US-91-168; by Benjamin Vaughan Abbott and Austin Abbott.
   Fiche: 52348-52364

Abbott, Austin, 1831-1896.
   The principles and forms of practice in civil actions in courts of record under the codes of procedure : adapted also to common law and equity practice.
   New York : Baker, Voorhis. 1891-1892
   Civil Procedure
   2 v. : forms ; 24 cm.; US-91-169.
   Fiche: 52365-52387

Thacher, Peter Oxenbridge, 1776-1843.
   Observations on some of the methods known in the law of Massachusetts to secure the selection and appointment of an impartial jury in cases civil and criminal.
   Boston : Russell, Odiorne. 1834
   Practice & Procedure
   23 p. ; 23 cm.; US-90-118.
   Fiche: 52399

Tillinghast, John L.
   Practice, pleadings, and forms in civil actions in courts of record in the State of New York : adapted to the Code of Procedure of the State of New York : adapted also to the practice in California, Missouri, Indiana, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Ohio, Alabama, Minnesota, and Oregon.
   New York : Lewis Brother. 1865
   Practice & Procedure
   Fiche: 52406-52428

Pomeroy, John Norton, 1828-1885.
   A treatise on equity jurisprudence : as administered in the United States of America : adapted for all the states, and to the union of legal and equitable remedies under the reformed procedure.
   San Francisco : A.L. Bancroft. 1881-1883
   Equity
   3 v. ; 22 cm.; US-92-81.
   Fiche: 52429-52455
Crary, Charles.
The law and practice in special proceedings: and in special cases, including the provisional remedies of arrest and bail, attachments, and claim and delivery, under the code of procedure within the courts, etc., of the state of New York: with an appendix of forms.
Albany: W.C. Little. 1866
Civil Procedure
2 v. : forms; 24 cm.; US-91-170; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 52456-52472

Abbott, Benjamin Vaughan, 1830-1890.
A collection of forms of practice and pleading: in actions, whether for legal or equitable relief, and in special proceedings.
New York: Baker, Voorhis. 1867
Civil Procedure
2 v. : forms; 23 cm.; US-91-171; by Benjamin Vaughan Abbott and Austin Abbott.
Fiche: 52473-52488

Troubat, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1802-1868.
Notes on practice: exhibiting a view of the proceedings in civil actions, in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, and in the District Court, and Court of Common Pleas, for the city and county of Philadelphia.
Philadelphia: R. Desilver. 1825-1829
Civil Procedure
2 v.; 23 cm.; US-91-172; by Francis J. Troubat and William W. Haly
Fiche: 52499-52510

Johnes, Arthur James, 1809-1871.
Suggestions for a reform of the Court of Chancery, by a union of the jurisdictions of equity and law: with a plan of a new tribunal for cases of lunacy.
London: Saunders and Benning. 1834
Equity
134 p.; 22 cm.; UK-92-82.
Fiche: 52629-52630

Archbold's practice of the Court of Quarter Sessions: and its civil, criminal, and appellate jurisdiction: with tables of allowances to witnesses, costs of appeal, procedure on appeals, and of the principal indictable offences triable at quarter sessions.--5th ed., ... rev. and ... re-written.
London: Shaw and Sons. 1898
Practice & Procedure
xlvi, 660, 48 p. : forms; 20 cm.; UK-90-120.
Fiche: 54545-54553

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
The justice of the peace, and parish officer: with the practice of country attorneys in criminal cases: comprising also all the necessary forms of commitments, convictions, orders, &c.
London: Shaw and Sons. 1846
Practice & Procedure
3 v. : forms; 19 cm.; UK-90-121; 4th ed.
Fiche: 54554-54581

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
The practice of the Court of Quarter Sessions: and its civil, administrative, and appellate jurisdiction: to which is added a short treatise on its criminal jurisdiction: with tables of procedure on appeals and of all indictable offences triable at quarter sessions, etc.
London: Shaw and Sons. 1885
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 54582-54593

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
The practice of country attorneys and their agents, in the courts of law at Westminster: with forms.
London: Shaw and Sons. 1838
Practice & Procedure
xx, 532 p.; forms; 20 cm.; UK-90-123; 5th ed., by David Gray Begg.
Fiche: 54646-56561

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
The justice of the peace, and parish officer: with the practice of country attorneys in criminal cases: comprising the whole of the law respecting indictable and summary offences, commitments, convictions, orders, &c.: with forms, and a tabular arrangement of offences and their punishment, &c.
London: Shaw and Sons. 1875-1878
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 54705-54742

Mackay, Ae. J. G. (Aeneas James George), 1839-1911.
Manual of practice in the Court of Session.
Edinburgh: Green. 1893
Practice & Procedure
xv, 801 p.; 26 cm.; UK-90-125.
Fiche: 54874-54882
Nineteenth Century Legal Treatises
Procedural Law
Fiche Listing

Outlines of civil procedure : a handbook to the practice in the House of Lords, the Court of Appeal, and the Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, Exchequer & Chancery Divisions of the High Court of Justice : with notes.
London : Reeves & Turner. 1880
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 54912-54913

Outlines of civil procedure : being a concise treatise on the House of Lords, the Court of Appeal, and the High Court of Justice, and the procedure and practice therein : with notes.
London : Longmans, Green. 1876
Practice & Procedure
xx, 110 p. ; 19 cm.; UK-90-127.
Fiche: 54914-54915

Paterson, William, 1815-1903.
Gray's country attorney's practice in conducting actions in the superior courts of law, and proceedings in the Crown office : also, the practice with respect to the acknowledgment of deeds by married women, and filing bills of sale under the 17 & 18 Vict. Cap. 36 : with an appendix of forms and bills of costs.--9th ed.
London : H. Cox. 1869
Practice & Procedure
xxiv, 563 p. ; forms ; 19 cm.; UK-90-128.
Fiche: 54916-54922

Hints relative to the bill lately introduced into Parliament, intituled [sic], "An act for the better regulating of the forms of process in the courts of law in Scotland".
Edinburgh : Printed at the University Press. 1824
Practice & Procedure
22 p. ; 22 cm.; UK-90-129.
Fiche: 54923

Rosslyn, James St. Clair Erskine, Earl of, 1762-1837.
Remarks on the report of the committee of the Faculty of Advocates, appointed to consider the provisions of the bill for the better regulating of the process of the courts of law in Scotland.
London : Printed for C. Hunter. 1825
Practice & Procedure
36 p. ; 22 cm.; UK-90-130.
Fiche: 54943

Rosslyn, James St. Clair Erskine, Earl of, 1762-1837.
A short review of the various publications and reports touching the bill which passed the House of Lords for the better regulating the forms of process in the courts of law in Scotland.
London : Printed for C. Hunter. 1824
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 54944

White, C. Arnold (Charles Arnold), b. 1858.
Archbold's county court practice : including the jurisdiction in admiralty and bankruptcy : containing the County Courts Act, 1888 : a table of reference to the consolidated acts, together with the rules and forms, and other acts relating to the jurisdiction of county courts : with practical notes throughout.--10th ed.
London : Shaw and Sons. 1889
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 54945-54957

Darling, James Johnston, 1799-1842.
The practice of the Court of Session.
Edinburgh : Printed by A. Shortrede for W. Tait. 1833
Practice & Procedure
2 v. (xxi, 754 p.) ; 22 cm.; UK-90-133.
Fiche: 54961-54969

Indermaur, John.
A manual of the practice of the Supreme Court of Judicature in the Queen's Bench and Chancery Divisions : intended for the use of students and the profession.
London : Stevens and Haynes. 1888
Practice & Procedure
xiv, 349 p. : forms ; 22 cm.; UK-90-134; 5th ed.
Fiche: 55000-55004

Indermaur, John.
A manual of the practice of the Supreme Court of Judicature in the Queen's Bench and Chancery Divisions : intended chiefly for the use of students.
London : Stevens and Haynes. 1881
Practice & Procedure
xv, 233 p. : forms ; 22 cm.; UK-90-135; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 55009-55012

Sweet, Joseph.
The practice of the county courts : by plaint, for the recovery of debts and damages under forty shillings, and by original writ of justicies, for the recovery of debts and damages to any amount : with forms, declarations, costs, &c. in conformity to the rules of Hilary term, 4 Will. 4.
London : Wildy and Davis. 1835
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55013-55015
Grant, John Peter, 1774-1848.
A summary of the law relating to the granting new trials in civil suits by courts of justice in England.
Edinburgh: Constable. 1817
Practice & Procedure
x, 260 p.; 22 cm.; UK-90-137.
Fiche: 55016-55018

Archibald's country solicitor's practice: a handbook of the practice in the Queen's Bench Division of the High Court of Justice: with statutes and forms.
London: Stevens. 1881
Practice & Procedure
lxxxi, 1266 p.; forms; 21 cm.; UK-90-139.
Fiche: 55023-55037

McIntyre, A. G. (Angus George).
A summary of the practice under the Judicature Acts.
London: William Amer. 1877
Practice & Procedure
xxiv, 358 p.; 20 cm.; UK-90-140; by A.G. McIntyre and Frank Evans.
Fiche: 55038-55042

Observations on the Scottish judicature bill, so far as it relates to the inferior courts: including outlines of a form of process for these courts, founded chiefly on the evidence appended to the report of the Commissioners, under the Act 4. George IV. Cap. 85, &c.
Edinburgh: Printed for W. & C. Tait. 1825
Practice & Procedure
66 p.; 23 cm.; UK-90-141.
Fiche: 55043

Lawes, Edward, d. 1849.
Suggestions for some alterations of the law on the subjects of practice, pleading, and evidence: and for some amendments of the statutes of frauds and limitations.
London: S. Brooke. 1827
Practice & Procedure
84 p.; 21 cm.; UK-90-142.
Fiche: 55044

Joyce, James Wayland, 1812-1887.
Ecclesia vindicata: a treatise on appeals in matters spiritual: with suggestions for amending the course of proceeding in appeals from the ecclesiastical courts to the Judicial Committee of Privy Council.
London: Saunders, Otley. 1862
Practice & Procedure
viii, 220 p.; 17 cm.; UK-90-143.
Fiche: 55045-55047

Holland, Spencer L. (Spencer Langton), b. 1855.
A summary of the Ecclesiastical Courts Commission's report: and of Dr. Stubbs' historical reports: together with a review of the evidence before the Commission.
Oxford: Parker and Co. 1884
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55048-55051

Harris, Richard, 1833-1906.
Hints on advocacy: conduct of cases civil and criminal, classes of witnesses, and suggestions for cross-examining them, etc., etc.
London: Stevens. 1889
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55052-55056

Chitty, Thomas, 1802-1878.
Archbold's Practice of the Court of Queen's Bench in personal actions and ejectment--6th ed.
London: S. Sweet. 1838
Practice & Procedure
2 v. (viii, 1279 p.); 20 cm.; UK-90-146.
Fiche: 55058-55074

Harris, Richard, 1833-1906.
Hints on advocacy: conduct of cases civil and criminal, classes of witnesses, and suggestions for cross-examining them, etc., etc.
London: Stevens and Sons. 1897
Practice & Procedure
2 v. (viii, 1279 p.); 20 cm.; UK-90-146.
Fiche: 55058-55074

Boyd's judicial proceedings before the High Court of Admiralty and Supreme Commissary Court: also before the Sheriff, Bailie, Dean of Guild, Justice of Peace, Baron, and Small Debt Courts in Scotland ... revised and enlarged by a practitioner.
Edinburgh: P. Hill. 1808
Practice & Procedure
xvii, 356 p.; 20 cm.; UK-90-147; 11th ed.
Fiche: 55082-55085

The Bench formulist: being a directory to the forms of instruments and processes used by justices of the peace out of sessions.
London: C. Knight. 1846
Practice & Procedure
xxvii, 530; forms; 19 cm.; UK-90-149.
Fiche: 55093-55098
Impey, John, d. 1829.
The modern pleader : containing the several forms of commencing and concluding declarations in all personal and mixed actions, in superior and inferior courts, and by or against particular persons, with notes thereon : also, a collection of choice and useful precedents, for declarations, in the action of account, and common assumpsit, with those on bills of exchange and promissory notes : to which are added the forms of the indebitatus counts in debt.
London : Printed for W. Clarke and Sons. 1814
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55100-55105

Keane, D. D. (David Deady), 1810-1870.
Selwyn's abridgment of the law of nisi prius--13th ed.
London : Stevens and Sons. 1869
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55108-55125

On the present system of summoning special juries in London and Middlesex.
London : C. Roworth. 1865
Practice & Procedure
16 p. ; 21 cm.; UK-90-152.
Fiche: 55128

Ayers, Edward T. (Edward Thomas).
A guide to the law and practice of petty sessions : with the Summary Jurisdiction Act, 1879.
London : Waterlow. 1884
Practice & Procedure
ix, 134 p. ; 22 cm.; UK-90-153.
Fiche: 55129-55130

Parker, John, Principal Extractor in the Court of Session.
Manual of procedure before the Court of Session : in applications by heirs of entail, for authority to make excambions : and for warrant of sale for payment of entailers debts, under the Act of Parliament 6 & 7 W. IV. c. 42.
Edinburgh : T. Clark. 1838
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55131-55132

Ford, Douglas Morey.
Solicitors as advocates : practical suggestions in connection with proceedings before stipendiary magistrates and justices of the peace, actions in county courts, coroners' inquests, courts-martial, etc. : with observations on the law and practice in the above courts.
London : Shaw and Sons. 1881
Practice & Procedure
vi, 142 p. ; 19 cm.; UK-90-155.
Fiche: 55133-55134

Wilson, John Dove, 1833-1908.
The practice of the sheriff courts of Scotland in civil cases.
Edinburgh : Bell & Bradfute. 1883
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55135-55145

Mansel, George Barclay.
The rules of the courts of law at Westminster : collected and arranged with reference to the late statutes, the new tables of costs, and practical forms.
London : S. Sweet. 1834
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55146-55151

Hammond, Anthony, 1758-1838.
A practical treatise on parties to actions and proceedings civil and criminal : and of rights and liabilities with reference to that subject.
London : Printed for W. Clarke and Sons. 1817
Practice & Procedure
ix, 312 p. ; 22 cm.; UK-90-158.
Fiche: 55152-55155

Nasmith, David, 1829-1894.
The institutes of English adjective law (procedure in court) : embracing an outline of the law of evidence and measure of damages.
London : Butterworths. 1879
Practice & Procedure
xxii, 355 p. ; 19 cm.; UK-90-159.
Fiche: 55156-55160

Clarke, George Rochfort, 1801-1889.
Unanimity in trial by jury defended : addressed to the Right Honourable, the Earl of Derby, Prime Minister.
London : Stevens and Norton. 1859
Practice & Procedure
16 p. ; 22 cm.; UK-90-160.
Fiche: 55161

Anderson, James, 1802-1888.
On the appellate jurisdiction of the House of Lords from the courts of Scotland. [S.l. : s.n.], [1860]?
Practice & Procedure
19 p. ; 20 cm.; UK-90-161.
Fiche: 55162

Great Britain. Assizes (Isle of Ely).
Charges delivered to grand juries in the Isle of Ely, upon libels, vagrants, criminal law, religion, rebellious assemblies, &c., &c. : for the use of magistrates and students of the law.
London : W. Clarke. 1819
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55163-55168
Brown, Joseph, 1809-1902.
The dark side of trial by jury.
London : W. Maxwell. 1859
Practice & Procedure
34 p. ; 21 cm.; UK-90-163.
Fiche: 55172

Gray, John 1807-1875.
The country-attorney's practice in conducting actions in the superior courts of law at Westminster:
with an appendix of forms and bills of costs.
London : E. Lumley. 1836
Practice & Procedure
xxiv, 379 p. ; 19 cm.; UK-90-164.
Fiche: 55173-55177

Stephen, George, Sir, 1794-1879.
The jurymen's guide.
London : W. Tegg. 1867
Practice & Procedure
viii, 184 p. ; 18 cm.; UK-90-165; new ed., carefully rev. by a barrister of the Middle Temple.
Fiche: 55178-55180

Harris, Richard, 1833-1906.
Hints on advocacy: conduct of cases civil and criminal, classes of witnesses, and suggestions for cross-examining them, etc. etc.
London : Stevens. 1887
Practice & Procedure
xv, 325 p. ; 20 cm.; UK-90-166; 8th ed.
Fiche: 55181-55185

The jury laws and their amendment.
London : Stevens. 1882
Practice & Procedure
viii, 152 p. ; 24 cm.; UK-90-167.
Fiche: 55186-55188

Ferguson, William Dwyer.
Forms and precedents of practical proceedings and pleadings in the courts of Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer of Pleas, in Ireland: with references to the practice.
Dublin : Hodges and Smith. 1845
Practice & Procedure
xxviii, 733 p. ; 23 cm.; UK-90-168.
Fiche: 55189-55197

Wilson, John Dove, 1833-1908.
The practice of the sheriff courts of Scotland in civil causes.
Edinburgh : Bell & Bradfute. 1891
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55198-55208

Russell, Francis, 1816-1891.
A treatise on the power and duty of an arbitrator:
and the law of submissions and awards: with an appendix of forms, and of the statutes relating to arbitration.
London : Stevens and Sons : Sweet and Maxwell. 1900
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55209-55215

Denison, Charles Marsh.
The practice & procedure of the House of Lords in English, Scotch & Irish appeal cases under the Appellate Jurisdiction Act, 1876: with the standing orders, forms, bills of costs, directions to agents, &c.
London : Butterworths. 1879
Practice & Procedure
lxii, 240 p. ; 23 cm.; UK-90-171; Charles Marsh Denison and Charles Henderson Scott.
Fiche: 55216-55219

Lees, John M. (John M'Kie), Sir, 1843-1926.
A handbook of written and oral pleading in the Sheriff Court.
Glasgow : W. Hodge. 1888
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55220-55222

Gray, John 1807-1875.
The country attorney's practice in conducting actions in the superior courts of law: and proceedings in the Crown office: also, the practice & forms with respect to the acknowledgment of deeds by married women, with an appendix of forms & bills of costs.
London : E. Lumley. 1854
Practice & Procedure
xxiii, 496 p. ; forms ; 20 cm.; UK-90-173; 7th ed.
Fiche: 55223-55228

Bentham, Jeremy, 1748-1832.
The elements of the art of packing as applied to special juries: particularly in cases of libel law.
London : E. Wilson. 1821
Practice & Procedure
vii, 269 p. ; 23 cm.; UK-90-174.
Fiche: 55229-55232

Hammond, Anthony, 1758-1838.
A treatise on the law of nisi prius: combining theory with practice, and including the pleadings in the several actions.
London : Printed for W. Clarke and Sons. 1816
Practice & Procedure
vii, xxvi, 487 p. ; 25 cm.; UK-90-175.
Fiche: 55237-55242
Garde, Richard.
An analysis of the first principles, or elementary rules, of pleading : contained in Stephen, Archbold, and Chitty, designed for the use of students preparatory for their examination.
London : A. Maxwell. 1836
Practice & Procedure
49 p. ; 18 cm.; UK-90-176.
Fiche: 55243

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
Dr. Robinson's Magistrate's pocket-book, or, An epitome of the duties and practice of a justice of the peace, out of sessions : alphabetically arranged : to which is added a copious and general index.--2nd ed., with considerable alterations and additions.
London : J. Richards. 1837
Practice & Procedure
xx, 466, [40] p. ; 20 cm.; UK-90-177.
Fiche: 55244-55249

Parker, John, Principal Extractor in the Court of Session.
Notes on the law of arbitration : being chiefly intended as a guide to merchants, farmers, tradesmen, and others desirous of adopting that excellent method of terminating differences : and to arbiters who may be chosen by them for that purpose.
Edinburgh : Printed for Peter Hill. 1820
Practice & Procedure
xix, 147 p. : forms ; 22 cm.; UK-90-178.
Fiche: 55244-55251

Bagley, William.
The new practice of the courts of law at Westminster : with forms embodied in the text for the use of town and country practitioners.
London : Wildy. 1840
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55252-55259

Willmore, Graham, d. 1856.
Is trial by jury worth keeping?.
London : J. Ridgway. 1850
Criminal Procedure
56 p. ; 23 cm.; UK-93-66; 3rd ed.
Fiche: 55260

Smith, William Cusack, Sir, 1766-1836.
Charges of Baron Smith : also addresses presented to him and his answers : together with a report of the two debates in the House of Commons upon his case, and an appendix.
Dublin : R. Milliken and Son ; London : Saunders and Benning. 1834
Practice & Procedure
xvi, 544, clxxxiv p. ; 23 cm.; UK-90-180.
Fiche: 55284-55291

Broom, Herbert, 1815-1882.
The practice of the county courts.
London : W. Maxwell. 1858
Practice & Procedure
xxiii, 583, 352, 87 p. : forms ; 22 cm.; UK-90-181; with the Practice in insolvency, and under the protection, charitable trusts, friendly societies, and other acts by Leonard Shelford. 2nd ed.
Fiche: 55292-55303

Trotter, John Glass.
Appeals from the convictions and orders of justices : including appeals by special case to a superior court, the Justices' Protection Act, 1848, and review of Justices' Decisions Act, 1872.
London : W. Clowes and Sons. 1891
Practice & Procedure
xl, 391 p. : forms ; 21 cm.; UK-90-182; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 55304-55308

County court assistant clerk.
The suitor's instructor in the practice of the county courts : containing all the information necessary for conducting or defending a suit.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans. 1848
Practice & Procedure
x, 191 p. ; 19 cm.; UK-90-183.
Fiche: 55309-55311

Forsyth, William, 1812-1899.
History of trial by jury.
London : John W. Parker. 1852
Practice & Procedure
xv, 468 p. ; 23 cm.; UK-90-184.
Fiche: 55312-55317

Trotter, John Glass.
Appeals from the convictions and orders of justices.
London : W. Clowes and Sons. 1884
Practice & Procedure
xxvii, 305 p. ; 22 cm.; UK-90-185.
Fiche: 55318-55321

Russell, Francis, 1816-1891.
A treatise on the power and duty of an arbitrator : and the law of submissions and awards : with an appendix of forms, and of the statutes relating to arbitration.
London : Stevens and Sons. 1878
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55353-55364

Redman, Joseph Haworth, 1846-1927.
A concise treatise on the law of arbitrations & awards : with an appendix of precedents and statutes.
London : Butterworths. 1884
Practice & Procedure
xxxii, 436 p. ; 23 cm.; UK-90-187; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 55367-55372
Russell, Francis, 1816-1891.
A treatise on the power and duty of an arbitrator: and the law of submissions and awards: with an appendix of forms, and of the statutes relating to arbitration.
London: W. Benning. 1849
Practice & Procedure
lxxxvi, 927 p.: forms; 25 cm.; UK-90-188.
Fiche: 55374-55384

Russell, Francis, 1816-1891.
A treatise on the power and duty of an arbitrator: and the law of submissions and awards: with an appendix of forms, and of the statutes relating to arbitration.
London: Stevens and Sons. 1870
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55385-55396

Russell, Francis, 1816-1891.
A treatise on the power and duty of an arbitrator: and the law of submissions and awards: with an appendix of forms, and of the statutes relating to arbitration.
London: Stevens and Sons: Sweet and Maxwell. 1891
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55397-55407

McCullagh, James G. (James Gordon).
A complete manual of proceedings & practice in the county courts: including equity, admiralty & probate jurisdiction, and the Employers' Liability Act, statutes, rules, and forms, and all reported cases, to the end of Trinity term, 1886.
London: Waterlow Bros. & Layton. 1886
Practice & Procedure
xli, 721, cxix p.: forms; 22 cm.; UK-90-191.
Fiche: 55408-55417

Webb, C. Locock (Charles Locock), 1822-1898.
The practice of the Supreme Court of Judicature and of the House of Lords on appeals: the jurisdiction of the Court of Bankruptcy, the Court of Chancery of the County Palatine of Lancaster, the court of the Lord Warden of the Stannaries, and the county courts: showing to what extent such jurisdiction is exclusive or is concurrent with that of the High Court of Justice, and the practice on appeals from those courts.
London: Butterworths. 1877
Practice & Procedure
lv, 824 p.; 22 cm.; UK-90-192.
Fiche: 55418-55427

Parker, John, Principal Extractor in the Court of Session.
Notes on the law of arbitration in Scotland.
Edinburgh: John Anderson. 1830
Practice & Procedure
xxiv, 341 p.: forms; 23 cm.; UK-90-193; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 55428-55432

Kennedy, Charles Rann, 1808-1867.
A treatise on the new rules of pleading.
London: H. Butterworth. 1841
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55433-55436

Drummond, T. B.
Forms of proceedings before the Sheriff Courts in Scotland: also before the sheriffs as commissaries, within their respective jurisdictions, and before the burgh, dean of guild, justice of peace, and baron bailie courts.
Edinburgh: Thomas M. Shiells. 1826
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55437-55441

Ritson, Joseph, 1752-1803.
The jurisdiction of the court leet: exemplified in the articles which the jury or inquest for the king, in that court, is charged and sworn, and by law enjoined, to inquire of and present: together with approved precedents.
London: W. Clarke and Sons. 1809
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55443-55444

Tayler, George, 1825-1908.
The law of appeals to the superior courts of law by appeal case: including appeals from justices (20 & 21 Vict. c. 43), appeals from county courts, appeals from revising barristers, and similar appeals.
London: H. Cox. 1865
Practice & Procedure
xxviii, 270 p.: forms; 20 cm.; UK-90-197.
Fiche: 55445-55448

Selborne, Roundell Palmer, Earl of, 1812-1895.
Judicial procedure in the Privy Council.
London; New York: Macmillan. 1891
Practice & Procedure
67 p.; 21 cm.; UK-90-198.
Fiche: 55449

Selborne, Roundell Palmer, Earl of, 1812-1895.
Judicial procedure in the Privy Council.
[London]: Priv. print. by W. Clowes. 1881
Practice & Procedure
67 p.; 22 cm.; UK-90-199; by a councillor.
Fiche: 55450
Selborne, Roundell Palmer, Earl of, 1812-1895.
The supreme appellate jurisdiction: a speech delivered in the House of Lords.
London: Macmillan. 1875
Practice & Procedure
20 p.; 21 cm.; UK-90-200; by Lord Selborne, on the 11th of June, 1874, on Lord Redesdale's motion for retaining the jurisdiction of the House of Lords.
Fiche: 55451

Petheram, William Comer, 1835-1922.
The law and practice relating to discovery by interrogatories under the Common Law Procedure Act, 1854: together with an appendix of precedents, and full index.
London: W. Maxwell. 1864
Practice & Procedure
viii, 116 p.; forms; 19 cm.; UK-90-201.
Fiche: 55452-55453

Stringer, Francis A. (Francis Augustus).
Practice on the summons for directions: being a collection of the rules and forms as to directions and the various enactments and rules of court affected thereby: with notes giving the general practice under Order 30, and showing its influence on other branches of procedure.
London: Sweet & Maxwell. 1899
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55454-55455

Ritson, Joseph, 1752-1803.
The jurisdiction of the court leet: exemplified in the articles which the jury or inquest for the king, in that court, is charged and sworn, and by law enjoined, to inquire of and present: together with approved precedents.
London: W. Clarke and Sons. 1816
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55456-55457

Brampton, Henry Hawkins, Baron, 1817-1907.
A treatise on warrants of attorney, cognovits, and judges' orders for judgment: with an appendix of forms.
London: S. Sweet. 1844
Practice & Procedure
xi, 105 p.; forms; 19 cm.; UK-90-204.
Fiche: 55458-55459

Wigram, James, Sir, 1793-1866.
An examination of the rules of law respecting the admission of extrinsic evidence in aid of the interpretation of wills.
London: A. Maxwell; V. & R. Stevens & G.S. Norton. 1840
Evidence
xxxi, 202 p.; 22 cm.; UK-94-84; 3rd ed.
Fiche: 55469-55471

Chitty, Thomas, 1802-1878.
Archbold's Practice of the Court of Queen's Bench in personal actions and ejectment: including the practice of the Courts of Common Pleas and Exchequer.
London: H. Sweet. 1855-1856
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55473-55494

Redman, Joseph Haworth, 1846-1927.
A concise treatise on the law of arbitrations & awards: with an appendix of precedents and statutes.
London: Butterworth. 1897
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55495-55500

Paton, Thomas S.
Law and practice in appeals from Scotland to the House of Lords.
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark; London: Stevens and Norton. 1858
Practice & Procedure
xvi, 214 p.; forms; 22 cm.; UK-90-207.
Fiche: 55501-55503

Warren, Samuel, 1807-1877.
A charge delivered to the grand jury at the Epiphany quarter sessions, 1854, for the borough of Kingston-upon-Hull.
Edinburgh: Blackwood; Hull: R.T. Cussons. [1854]
Practice & Procedure
24 p.; 22 cm.; UK-90-208; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 55512

Palmer, John, of Gray's Inn.
The practice on appeals from the colonies to the Privy Council: with some account of the jurisdiction of that high court.
London: Saunders & Benning. 1831
Practice & Procedure
50 p.; 22 cm.; UK-90-209.
Fiche: 55519

Palmer, John, of Gray's Inn.
A supplement to the Practice of appeals from the colonies to the Privy Council.
London: Saunders & Benning. 1834
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55520

Field, Edwin W. (Edwin Wilkins), 1804-1871.
Recent and future law reforms: judicial procedure, a single and inductive science.
London: Printed by Charles Reynell. 1843
Practice & Procedure
28 p.; 21 cm.; UK-90-211.
Fiche: 55521
Jackson, Charles, building surveyor and arbitrator.

The practical arbitrator: being a treatise designed more particularly for the use of lay arbitrators, and containing the principles of the law of arbitrations, awards, evidence, and contracts.
London: Knight & Co. 1879
Practice & Procedure
viii, 106 p.; 22 cm.; UK-90-212.
Fiche: 55522-55523

Ivory, James, 1792-1866.

Form of process before the Court of Session, the new Jury Court, and the Commission of Teinds.
Edinburgh: Printed by A. Lawrie & Co. for A. Constable and Co. 1815-1818
Practice & Procedure
2 v.; 22 cm.; UK-90-213.
Fiche: 55524-55533

Russell, Francis, 1816-1891.

A treatise on the power and duty of an arbitrator: and the law of submissions and awards: with an appendix of forms and of the statutes relating to arbitration.
London: Stevens. 1856
Practice & Procedure
lxxiv, 956 p.; forms; 24 cm.; UK-90-214; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 55534-55545

Harris, Richard, 1833-1906.

Hints on advocacy as to opening a case, examination-in-chief, cross-examination, re-examination, reply, conduct of a defence in a criminal trial, analysis of the opening speech of Sir Alexander Cockburn in the prosecution of Palmer, examples of reply, peroration, &c, &c.: a word on the appointment of a public prosecutor.
London: Waterlow Bros. & Layton. 1879
Practice & Procedure
217 p.; 19 cm.; UK-90-215; by a barrister.
Fiche: 55546-55548

Bannister, Saxe, 1790-1877.

On the right to be heard on petitions to the Crown: and the control of the Privy Council (by appeal) over Indian, colonial, and home affairs.
London: E. Wilson. 1844
Practice & Procedure
60, 6 p.; 23 cm.; UK-90-216; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 55549

Marcy, George Nichols, b. 1844.

The law and practice appertaining to originating summons: with forms.
London: H. Cox. 1889
Practice & Procedure
xxvii, 458 p.; forms; 22 cm.; UK-90-217; by George Nichols Marcy and J. Theodore Dodd.
Fiche: 55550-55555

Oldnall, William Russell.

The practice of the Court of Great Sessions on the Carmarthen circuit: much of which is common to all the courts of Great Sessions in Wales: also the mode of levying a fine and of sustaining a recovery on the Carmarthen circuit: to which are added the rules of that circuit and some precedents of practical forms.
London: Butterworth. 1814
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55576-55584

Gray, John 1807-1875.

The country attorney's practice in conducting actions in the superior courts of law and proceedings in the Crown office: also, the practice and forms with respect to the acknowledgment of deeds by married women: with an appendix of forms and bills of costs.
London: J. Crockford. 1861
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55606-55612

Tyrwhitt, Robert Philip, 1798-1886.

A summary of the law of modern pleading incident to the rules of Hilary term, 1834: with such of the decisions on practice, evidence, and costs as are closely connected with that subject: and copious analyses of the cases and pleadings.
London: S. Sweet, and V. & R. Stevens & G.S. Norton. 1846
Practice & Procedure
xliii, 792, clix p.; forms; 19 cm.; UK-90-220.
Fiche: 55638-55648

Russell, Francis, 1816-1891.

A treatise on the power and duty of an arbitrator: and the law of submissions and awards: with an appendix of forms, and of the statutes relating to arbitration.
London: Stevens and Sons: H. Sweet. 1882
Practice & Procedure
lxxvii, 967 p.; forms; 25 cm.; UK-90-221; 6th ed., by the author and Herbert Russell.
Fiche: 55649-55660

Allen, George Baugh.

Forms of indorsements of writs of summons, pleadings, and other proceedings: in the Queen's Bench Division prior to trial, pursuant to the Rules of the Supreme Court, 1883: with introduction showing the principal changes introduced by these rules and a supplement of rules and forms of pleadings applicable to the other divisions.
London: Stevens. 1883
Civil Procedure
xxxvii, 450 p.; forms; 22 cm.; UK-91-174; by George Baugh Allen and Wilfred B. Allen.
Fiche: 55670-55675
Best, W. M. (William Mawdesley), 1809-1869.
An exposition of the practice relative to the right to begin and the right to reply: in trials by jury and in appeals at Quarter Sessions.
London: Richards. 1837
Practice & Procedure
xv, 104 p.; 22 cm.; UK-90-222.
Fiche: 55689-55690

Anderson, T. Kerr (Thomas Kerr), b. 1863.
A treatise on the law of execution: in the High Court and inferior courts: including the powers, duties, and liabilities of the sheriff, the high bailiff, the bishop, and other executive officers.
London: Butterworths. 1889
Civil Procedure
lxxiv, 798 p. : forms ; 21 cm.; UK-91-175.
Fiche: 55691-55700

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
The law of nisi prius: comprising the declarations and other pleadings in personal actions, and the evidence necessary to support them: with an introduction stating the whole of the practice at nisi prius.
London: Shaw. 1845
Civil Procedure
2 v. ; 18 cm.; UK-91-176; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 55711-55725

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
The practice of the Court of King's Bench in personal actions and ejectment.
London: S. Sweet. 1826
Civil Procedure
2 v. ; 18 cm.; UK-91-177; 2nd ed. with considerable additions and alterations.
Fiche: 55726-55735

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
A collection of the forms and entries which occur in practice in the courts of King's Bench & Common Pleas in personal actions and ejectment.
London: S. Sweet. 1825
Civil Procedure
xiii, 627 : forms ; 23 cm.; UK-91-178.
Fiche: 55736-55742

Russell, Francis, 1816-1891.
A treatise on the power and duty of an arbitrator: and the law of submissions and awards: with an appendix of forms, and of the statutes relating to arbitration.
London: V. & R. Stevens, Sons & Haynes. 1864
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 55743-55754

Chitty, Thomas, 1802-1878.
Archbold's Practice of the Court of Queen's Bench in personal actions and ejectment:--7th ed.
London: S. Sweet. 1840
Practice & Procedure
2 v. (viii, 1384 p.) ; 20 cm.; UK-90-224.
Fiche: 55769-55785

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
A digest of the law relative to pleading and evidence in civil actions.
London: Saunders and Benning. 1837
Civil Procedure
xiv, 566 p. ; 18 cm.; UK-91-179; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 55814-55820

Coventry, Thomas, 1797?-1869.
A treatise on the law of common recoveries.
London: A. Maxwell. 1820
Civil Procedure
xxiv, 359 p. ; 18 cm.; UK-91-180.
Fiche: 55823-55827

Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
The law of nisi prius: comprising the declarations and other pleadings in personal actions, and the evidence necessary to support them.
London: O. Richards. 1843
Civil Procedure
xlii, 519 p. ; 18 cm.; UK-91-181.
Fiche: 55839-55845

Chitty, Joseph, 1776-1841.
A summary of the practice of the courts of King's Bench & Common Pleas and Exchequer: as altered by the recent acts and rules.
London: S. Sweet. 1831
Civil Procedure
xxx, 438 p. : forms ; 19 cm.; UK-91-182.
Fiche: 55868-55873

Kerr, Robert Malcolm, 1821-1902.
An action at law: being an outline of the jurisdiction of the superior courts of common law, with an elementary view of the proceedings in actions therein.
London: Butterworths. 1861
Civil Procedure
xv, 476 p. ; 19 cm.; UK-91-183; 3rd ed. prepared for the press by Bassett Smith.
Fiche: 55874-55879

Cababé, Michael, b. 1855.
Interpleader and attachment of debts in the High Court of Justice and in the county courts: together with forms of the summonses, orders, affidavits, &c. used therein.
London: W. Maxwell. 1881
Civil Procedure
xvi, 220 p. : forms ; 19 cm.; UK-91-184.
Fiche: 55883-55885
Archbold, John Frederick, 1785-1870.
The new practice of attorneys in the courts of law at Westminster: with forms, including the recent statute as to attorneys and the cases decided thereon: also an appendix comprising questions of practice.
London: Shaw. 1844
Civil Procedure
2 v. : forms ; 17 cm.; UK-91-185.
Fiche: 55896-55907

Coe, William E.
The practice at the judges' chambers, Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, & Exchequer divisions, and in the district registries, under the Supreme Court of Judicature acts of 1873, 1875, and other statutes: with an appendix of the Judicature Acts, and the rules and orders to June, 1876.
London: H. Sweet. 1876
Civil Procedure
xv, 287 p. : forms ; 19 cm.; UK-91-186.
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